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A definition of a Cohen-Macaulay complex is given so that the existence of such 
a complex implies the New Intersection Conjecture. It is then shown that the 
Grauert-Riemenschneider vanishing theorem implies that Cohen-Macaulay 
complexes exist for local rings of points of complex algebraic varieties. 
Let A be a commutative Noetherian ring. We consider the following: 
Conjecture. Let 
O+F”+ -+Fk+O 
be a complex of finitely generated free A-modules such that the homology 
H’(p) is a module of finite length for all i. Then, if F’ is not exact, we have 
k > the Krull dimension of A. 
This is known as the New Intersection Conjecture; it has been proven for 
rings of positive characteristic by Peskine and Szpiro [S] and Roberts [6] 
and for arbitrary equicharacteristic rings by results of Hochster [3]. The 
proof presented in this paper is new in two respects. First of all, it is the first 
proof which does not involve reduction to positive characteristic. Secondly, 
the method of using a proper morphism to kill local cohomology, described 
in Theorem 2 below, has not previously been used for this type of problem, 
and it may well be applicable in more general situations than the one 
considered here. 
We fix the following notation: A is, as above, a commutative Noetherian 
local ring, m denotes the maximal ideal of A, n is the Krull dimension of A, 
and, for any x E A, A, denotes A localized at the multiplicative set 
{ 1, x, x2 ,... ). F’ will denote a complex 
O+F’+ . . . +F”--+O, 
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where n = Krull dim(A) as mentioned above, F’ is finitely generated and free 
for each i, and H’(F) is a module of finite length for each i. By removing 
irrelevant factors we can assume that F’ is minimal; that is, that each map 
Fi+Fi+l is zero modulo m, and by shifting degrees if necessary we can 
assume that F” # 0. The new Intersection Conjecture is then equivalent to 
the statement that with F’ satisfying all these conditions, we must have 
F” # 0. 
Let x, ,..., x, be a system of parameters of A, so that xi E m and 
A/(x, >..., x,) is an Artinian ring. Let C’ = 0 -+ Co --f --t C” -+ 0 be the 
complex obtained by letting 
Ck= @ 
I<il<.. <ik<n 
AXj,Xi2’ Xik 
and defining the map d,k: Ck+ Cktl on each component 
Axi ,... +-+Axj,. .xjk+, to be 
(-1)’ times the map induced by localization if 
ii 1 ,..., ik) = {jl y--,fiy-9jk+ I} 
0 if {i13-., ik} @ {jl~-.~jk+l}. 
The importance of the complex C’ comes from the fact that it defines local 
cohomology in the sense that the local cohomology HI(M) is H’(M @ C) 
for any A-module M. We extend this to an arbitrary complex M’ of A- 
modules simply by using this as a definition: 
DEFINITION 1. The local cohomology H,#4’) of a complex M’ is the ith 
homology of M’ @ C’; i.e., 
&(M’) = H’(M’ @ C’). 
It can be shown that this agrees with other definitions of the local 
cohomology of a complex such as that in Hartshorne [ 11. 
DEFINITION 2. A complex M’ is Cohen-Macauluy if 
1. HL(M’) = 0 for i < n. 
2. The map: H’(M’) -+ H”(M’ @A/m) is not zero. 
We remark that condition 1 in this definition is a homological condition, 
so if f: M’ + N’ is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes (that is, f is a map of 
complexes which induces an isomorphism in homology in every degree), then 
M’ satisfies this condition if and only if N’ does. The second condition, 
which is a sort of non-triviality condition, is not at all of this type, however. 
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When we say below that a complex defined only up to quasi-isomorphism is 
Cohen-Macaulay (as in Theorem 2), this will mean that there exists at least 
one complex M’ in the quasi-isomorphism class which satisfies the 
conditions of Definition 2. 
If M’ is a finitely generated module M considered as a complex in degree 
zero, then condition 1 is equivalent to the condition that x, ,..., x, form a 
regular sequence on A4, and condition 2 says simply that M @ A/m # 0. If A4 
is any module, these conditions are similar, although not exactly equivalent, 
to the condition that A4 be a big Cohen-Macaulay module in the sense of 
Hochster (31. 
We first show how the existence of a Cohen-Macaulay complex implies 
the New Intersection Conjecture. F’ will always denote a complex as 
described above, and we recall that the aim is to show that F” # 0. 
LEMMA 1. The projection F’ @ C’ + F’ @ Co r F’ induces an iso- 
morphism in homology. 
Proof. We note first that the isomorphism F’ @ Co s F’ holds since 
C’=A. 
The isomorphism in homology follows from looking at the spectral 
sequence associated to the double complex F’ @ C’ obtained by taking the 
homology of the complexes F’ @ Ck for fixed k. If k # 0, Ck is a direct sum 
of non-trivial localizations of A, so, since F’ has homology of finite length, 
F’ @ Ck is exact. Thus the spectral sequence degenerates, and we have 
H’(F’ @ C’) r H’(F’ @ Co) z H’(F’). 
LEMMA 2. Let F’ be as above, and suppose there exists a complex P’ 
and a map of complexes 0’: C’ + P’ such that 
1. H’(P’)=Ofor i<n. 
2. d”(1) & mP” + d,(P-‘) (recall that Co = A). 
Then F” # 0. 
ProoJ: We have assumed that F” # 0 and that the map: F”-’ + F” is 
zero modulo m. Thus any element of F” not in I&” defines a non-zero 
element of H”(F). By Lemma 1, we can find a cycle of (F @ C’)” whose 
component in F” @ Cog F” is not in mF”. Denote this cycle z and its F”- 
component a; choose a basis for F” E Ak such that a = (1, O,..., 0). 
The map 4’ in the hypothesis induces a map from F’ @ C’ to F’ @P’ 
which sends the cycle z to a cycle w  of (F’ BP*)” whose F” @Pa- 
component is ($“(I), O,..., 0) under the isomorphism F” @ P” z 
Ak @ P” z (PO)“. We show first that the second condition of the hypothesis 
implies that w  is non-zero in H”(F’ BP’). In fact, if w  were the image of an 
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element of (F’ @ ,*)‘-I its F” @ PO-component would have to be a sum of 
elements in the images of F”- ’ @ P” and F” @ P-‘. But the image of 
F”- ’ @ P” is contained in (IIIP”)~ and the image of F” @ P- ’ is contained in 
d,(P-‘)$ since the F” @ P” component of w  is (#O(l), O,..., 0) and 4’(l) @ 
mP” + d,(P-‘), this is impossible. Hence we have shown the existence of a 
non-zero element of H”(F’ @ P*). 
To show that this implies F” # 0, we have to use condition 1 of the 
hypothesis. There is a spectral sequence with E’ term IIp(F9 @ P’) 
converging to HPtq(F* 0 P*). Thus, taking p + q = n, we have a filtration 
with Hi/Hi+, a subquotient of H’(F”-‘0 P’). Since F”-’ is free for all i, 
condition 1 of the hypothesis implies that H’(F”-‘0 P’) = 0 for i # it. 
Hence, since H”(F’ 0 P’) # 0, we must have Hn(Fo @ P’) # 0. Thus F” # 0. 
Now let M’ be a Cohen-Macaulay complex and let P’ = M’ @ C’. We will 
show that P’ satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2. 
By the first condition of Definition 2, H’(P’) = 0 for i < n. 
By the second condition of Definition 2, we can find a cycle m E M” 
which does not go to zero in H’(M’ @A/m). Since m is a cycle, we can 
define a map of complexes from the module A considered as a complex in 
degree zero to M’ by letting 1 go to m. Tensoring with C’ then produces a 
map of complexes 
We must show that d’(l) & mP” + d,(P-I). The M” @ Co component of 
any element of d,(P-‘) is in 
d,(MP) @ co + MO @ d,(C-1) = d,(fk-‘) @ co (since C- ’ = 0). 
Thus it suffices to show that the M” @ Co-component of 4’(l) is not in 
m(M” @ Co) + d,(M-‘) @ Co. But the M” @ C-component of #O(l) is 
m @ 1, and the assumption that m does not go to zero in Ho@4 @A/m) 
means precisely that m 6G mA4’ + d,w(M-‘). Tensoring this with Co = A then 
gives the desired result. 
We have shown 
THEOREM 1. The existence of a Cohen-Macaulay complex implies the 
New Intersection Conjecture. 
We now show one possible method for constructing Cohen-Macaulay 
complexes. 
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THEOREM 2. Let X = Spec A and let x denote the closed point of X. Let 
p: Z + X be a map of floetherian schemes and let Y =p-‘(x). Let fl be a 
quasi-coherent sheaf on Z. Then Rp,(F) is a Cohen-Macaulay complex if 
1. The local cohomology H;(F) = 0 for i < n. 
2. There exists a global section f of ST and a point y E Y such that the 
image off in Xy @ k(y) is not zero. 
Proof: Since the functor r, = “global sections with support in Y” can be 
written as a composition 
we have H:(F) = Hi(Rp&F)) for any quasi-coherent sheaf ST. Thus 
Hk(Sr) = 0 for i < n if and only if condition 1 of Definition 2 is satisfied for 
the complex Rp,(F). 
To show that the second condition above implies condition 2 of 
Definition 2, we need a specific representation of Rp*(fl). Let U = {Vi} be a 
finite afine open cover of Z and let @?*(U,X) be the Cech complex defined 
by U and 37 We then have 
Rp0-I = @“(U, y). 
Furthermore, G?‘(U, ;T) = ZIr(V,, X), and the global section f of ST 
defines a cycle in Q”(U, jT). Hence we must now show that this cycle is not 
in mG.+?‘(U,y) (since g-‘(LJ.7) = 0, the other term occurring in condition 
2 can be ignored). To do this it suffices to show that the restriction off to 
Ui, which we will still denote f, is not in ~( Vi, X) for some i. 
Choose i such that y E Ui = Spec B (where y is the element of Y in the 
hypothesis). Then, since y E Y, y corresponds to a prime ideal p of B which 
contracts to m in A. Hence, since the image off in FY @ k(y) is not zero, we 
have 
f 65 Pr(ui,F)e 
Thus, since mB c p, we have 
as was to be shown. 
COROLLARY. If A is the local ring of a point of a complex algebraic 
variety V, tf W + V is a desingularization of V, and tf p: Z + X is the 
map induced by base change to X = Spec A + V, then Rp,(@,) is 
Cohen-Macaulay. 
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Proof: We check the conditions of Theorem 2: condition 1 follows from 
the dual version of the Grauert-Riemenschneider vanishing theorem given in 
Hartshorne and Ogus [2], Proposition 2.2. Any non-zero constant is a global 
section satisfying condition 2 for all y E Y, to conclude the proof, we need 
only to know that Y is not empty, and this is true since p is proper. 
This corollary, together with Theorem 1, give a proof of the New Inter- 
section Conjecture for local rings of complex varieties which does not 
involve reduction to positive characteristic. We remark that the general 
equicharacteristic zero case of this conjecture can be deduced from this case 
using methods of Peskine and Szpiro [4] and Hochster [3]. 
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